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'lhis invention pertains in general to packaging 
equipment and speciiically relates to a form ofÍ 
automatic packaging machine. ` . 

One of the objects of the invention is to pro 
5 vide a construction of packaging for effecting a 

continuous and rapid' process in the production 
of packages. 
A further object of the invention consists in 

producing a machine organization for the fabri 
10 cation of packages having individual commodity 

containing enclosures for packaged commodities. 
A further object of the invention comprises 

providing a construction of packaging machine 
utilizing a plurality of sources of packaging ma 

15 terial utilized in a continuous heat sealing pack 
aging operation for producing packages of a 
novel character. 
These and other objects reside in a construc 

tion of packaging machine and a method of 
20 manufacture as will be readily apparent from 

the following description in conjunction with 
the appended drawings in which like reference 
numerals designate corresponding parts and in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a front view, partially sectioned, of the 
central portion of one embodiment of a packag 
ing machine according to this invention; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken 
centrally of the representation of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 
composite heating, crimping and pressing equip 
ment employed in the invention; 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of a typical package which 
may be fabricated by the machine here disclosed; 

3,-, and 
Fig. 5 is a side view of the package structure of 

Fig. 4. - ` 

This invention contemplates the use of a plu 
rality of feeder rolls of packaging material which 

49 are positioned for feeding toward centrally po 
sitioned sealing and crimping equipment as 
sociated with a feeding mechanism which permits 
a continuous and rapid manufacturing process 
in the fabrication of packages of the type indi 

45 cated. The feeding mechanism cooperates with 
the sealing and crimping equipment to properly 
position commodity articles between opposed 
layers of the packaging material at spaced inter 
vals, while the sealing equipment crimps the 

50 packaging material together at areas other than 
those occupied by the package, at the same time 
heating these areas in an oxidation process to 
form, by rapid production methods, a novel form 
of package. 
Referring to the drawings in detail and par 
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(Cl. 93-3) 
ticularly to Fig. 1, there is provided a general 
mounting structure Lhaving two reel spindles 
2 and 3 positioned upon opposite sides thereof. 
Mounted upon these reel spindles 2 and 3 are 
reels 4 and 5, respectively. These reels 4 and 5 
are provided with central cores upon4 which 
rolls of packaging material 6 and 'l are re 
spectively stowed for rotatable feeding purposes. 
The packaging material so provided is preferably 
of transparent strip or ribbon formation and is _ 
of a composition such as regenerated cellulose, 
with a heat treatment coating thereon, although 
other material may be employed. Extending from 
the rolls 6 and 1 are leader strips 8 and 9, re 
spectively. These leaders feed into the heating 
and sealing equipment described in more detail 
later. 
Upon an upper portion of the mounting struc 

ture I there are provided two pressure members 
II and I2 in the form of bars pivotally mounted 
so as to engage in peripheral contact with the 
reels 6 and ‘I _to maintain the proper tension on 
the leader strips and avoid uncoiling of the rolls 
of -packaging material. These members II and 
I 2 are provided with longitudinal slots, not shown, 
within which hand adjustable weight members I3 
and Il may be adjustably positioned. These 

` weight members, when adjusted back and forth 
in their respective slots, regulate the pressure ap 
plied to the rolls 6 and 1 to maintain the proper 
tension for different types of material. 
The leader strips 8 and 9 extend centrally of 

the mounting structure in directions toward each 
other and pass over idler rollers I5 and I6 and 
thence to the package forming and sealing 
equipment. This equipment includes a pair of 
rollers I‘I and I8 which- combine several func 
tions in their action vand'will now be considered 
in detail. Each roller is provided with two an 
nular rows of peripheral recesses I9, and, in the 
present representation, there are six recesses in 
each row whereby each roller is provided with 
twelve recesses in all. It will be understood, of 
course, that the number of recesses and rows of 
recesses may be Varied to meet various packaging 
requirements. 
Referring also to Fig. 2, the rollers I1 and I8 

are provided with a plurality of stripper fingers 
2I which are secured to a boss 22 on the general 
mounting structure I. 'I'hese stripper fingers are 
positioned in annular slots in the reels I'I and 
I8, so as to occupy positions behind the recesses ‘ 
I9 at the point of intersection of the rollers I1 
and I8. The purpose of these stripper lingers 
2| is to guide the leader strips 8 and 9 into and 
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2 
out of the rollers I1 and I8 and particularly to 
avoid a tendency of the packaging material to 
wrap around the rollers. 
In the area surrounding the recesses I9 on the 

rollers I1 and I8, there is provided a. cross 
hatched crimping surface. The crimping sur 
faces of the rollers I1 and I8 are complementary 
to each other and mesh with one another to pro 
duce an interdigitation of the opposed layers of 
packaging material fed by the rollers. How 
ever, the crimping area surrounding the recesses 
I9 is interrupted at spaced intervals and pro 
vided with complementary cutting knives which 
will be better understood in connection with the 
description of the product formed by the ma 
chine, as Will be hereinafter pointed out. 
The rollers I1 and I8 are‘secured upon shafts 

24 and 25 which are rotatably mounted through 
bearings in the boss 22. Referring to Fig. 3, 
it will be seen that the shaft 24 is hollow for a 
portion of its length coextensive with the roller 
I1. In this hollow portion a heater cartridge 26 
is provided which includes a resistance element 
for heating the roller I 1 to a temperature suf 
ilcient to cause oxidation and a physiochemical 
change in the regenerated cellulose packaging 
material when in contact‘ therewith. At the 
outer extremity of the shaft 24 an insulating ele 
ment 21 is provided with collector rings which 
connect with opposite terminals of the heater 
cartridge 26. The collector rings on the element 
21 are engaged by contact brushes respectively 
carried by a terminal mounting 28 secured to the 
boss 22 by'mounting elemènt 29. The terminal 
mounting 28 is provided with suitable leads so 
that electrical energy may be supplied in the 
proper amount to the heater element internal 
of the roller I1. 'I'he roller I8 is provided with 
a similar heating arrangement. 
To effect the complementary rotation of the 

rollers I1 and I8, the shafts 24 and 25 are pro 
vided With gears 3U and 3|, respectively, as is 
shown in dotted line in Fig. 1. These two gears 
engage each other so as to cause the rotation of 
the rollers I1 and |8`in timed relationship with 
respect to other moving parts of the packaging 
machine and with respect to each other in a 
manner such that the recesses I9 coincide with 
each other as the rollers I1 and I8 are rotated 
in opposite directions. The crimping surfaces of 
the rollers I1 and I8 then mesh with each other 
in a complementary fashion to cause a forced in 
terdigitation of the layers of packaging material 
fed therebetween. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the shaft 25 extends 
through a bearing and boss 32 in a rear wall of 
the mounting structure I. The shaft 25 is cou 
pled‘through bevel gears 33 and 35 to a shaft 
35. The shaft 36 is journalled in a bearing mem-_ 
ber 31 and terminates in a clutch driven-member 
38. ‘Another shaft 39 is mounted in alignment 
with the shaft 36 and is mechanically coupled 
through suitable reduction gearing with an elec 
tric driving motor not shown in the drawings. 
The shaft 39 is provided with a clutch driving 
member 40 for engagement with the clutch 
driven-member 38. The clutch driving-member 
48 is associated with a shift collar 42 mounted 
on the shaft 39 in a manner such as to receive 
rotary movement while being susceptible to axial 
movement along the shaft 39. A shift yoke 43 
mechanically engages the collar 42 for imparting 
this axial movement to permit‘engagement and 
disengagement of the members 38 and 40 under 
control of a handle 44, as shown in Fig. 1. The 

2,083,617 
handle 44 can be actuated to selectively drive the 
operating mechanism of the packaging machine 
as desired while maintaining a continuous oper 
ation of the driving motor. 

Consideration will now be given to the com 
modity feeding mechanism employed in the pack 
age fabricating organization. In the present in 
vention, this mechanism is shown as being par- . 
ticularly designed for feeding commodity articles 
such as medicinal pellets and the like, but it is 
to be understood that modifications can be made 
to ñt other types of articles Without departing 
from the scope of the invention. 
A commodity releasing structure 45 is posi 

tioned directly above the intersection of the two 
rollers I1 and I8. This structure has an inter 
nal chamber through which the pellets 45 feed by 
gravity from a connected chute or throat 41 ex 
tending upwardly therefrom. This throat 41 is 
of the type having an open portion for permit 
ting access to the commodity feed line. At its 
upper extremity, the throat connects with a suit 
able form of storage hopper for depositing the 
commodity articles in thc throat and which does 
not, in itself, form part of the present invention. 
At the outer extremity of the releasing struc 

ture a retaining spring 48 is positioned to retain 
the pellets 46 in a position such that the end 
most pellet in the line of pellets is prevented 
from falling through a hole 49 in the bottom of ‘ 
the release structure. This hole 49 is directly in 
alignment with opposed rows of recesses I9 in the 
rollers I1 and I8. Another hole is provided in the 
upper portion of the release structure in align 
ment with the other rows of recesses I9. How 
ever, this hole is normally occupied by a trap 
member 5I which, as shown in Fig. 1,' is pivoted 
to an upward extending portion 52 of the release 
structure 45. A spring 53 normally holds this 
trap member 5i in a position such as to occupy 
this hole in the under portion of the release 
structure 45, thereby preventing the pellets 46. 
from falling through into the crimping rollers. 

Reciprocatively mounted through the upper 
portion of the release structure 45, is a bifurcated 
plunger member 54, the legs of which are in 
respective alignment with the two rows of re 
cesses in cach of the rollers I1 and I8. The 
plunger member 54 is pivotally suspended from 
two bars 55 and 58, mounted on pivot rods 51 
and 58 extending transversely between walls of 
the general mounting structure I. The bars 55 
and 55 co-act to impart substantially rectilinear 
reciprocative motion to the plunger member 54 
through the release structure 45. 

'I'he plunger member 54 is provided on one side 
with an extension 59 adapted to engage With a 
projection 5I on the pivoted trap member 5I 
so that Va downward movement of the plunger 54 
causes the trap member 5I to be pushed aside 
against the action of spring 53, thereby permit 
ting a pellet to fall through the hole in the under 
portion of release structure 45, normally occupied 
by the trap member 5I. Simultaneously with 
such an operation, one leg of the bifurcated 
plunger 54 engages with the spring 48 to force 
the same out of position and permit the end-most 
pellet 4G to fall through the hole 49, the adjacent 
leg of the bifurcated plunger 54 actingto push 
the pellet therethrough. At the same time the 
other leg of the bifurcated-plunger 54 follows a 
pellet through the hole initially occupied by part 
of the trap member 5I. The two legs of the 
bifurcated member 54 follow through to position 
the pellets with respect to the package material 
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being fed through the rollers I1 and I8. A spe 
cially formed cam 62, mounted on the shaft 25, 
engages with a rider 68 secured to one end of the 
bar 56 to impart a specially timed reciprocative 
motion to the plunger 64. This motion is of a 
nature such that when recesses in the crimping 
rollers I1 and I8 are approaching a horizontal 
line extending through the axes of both rollers, 
so as to receive pellets from the release structure 
45, the plunger 54 is made to effect the release 
of two pellets and follow these pellets through, 
thereby holding them in position between the 
opposed layers of packaging material for a time 
until the subsequent rotation'of the rollers I1 
and I8 produces a closed condition of the op 
posed recesses in the rollers more in a horizontal 
alignment whereupon the plunger member 54 is 
withdrawn to resume its normal upward position. 
When returned to its normally upward posi 

tion, the legs of the plunger member 54 have been 
withdrawn from the internal passageway of the 
release structure 45 so that the line of pellets 
is moved down by gravity to position further 
pellets for insertion between the crimping rollers 
I1 and I8. It will be particularly noted that the 
distance between the rows of recesses in either 
of the rollers, and the spacing between the first 
and third pellets of the ille is substantially the 
same. Such a spatial arrangement utilizes the 
intervening or second pellet for spacing purposes 
before its subsequent use in the package. Thus, 
a single feed line of ille formation is utilized to 
permit multiple transfer of articles therefroml 
into a multiple formed package structure. 
Bar 55 is provided at its rearward extremity 

with a suitable tension spring 64 in conjunction 
with an adjusting member 65 for imparting a 
force through the plunger 55 to the bar 56 to 
effect the continuous peripheral engagement of 
the rider 63 with cam 62. 
In accordance with this invention there is also 

provided an arrangement for severing the fabri 
cated package structure at timed intervals to 
produce composite package units. The time of 
severance is so determined that all of the pack 
age units are preferably of similar structure and 
cut at the same place. In considering this sever 
ing equipment in detail, there are provided two 
stationary cutting members 66 and 61, rigidly 
ñxed to the bottom of the boss 22 and upon op 
posite sides of the course taken by the package 
structure as it emerges from between the two 
rollers I1 and I8. Beneath the two stationary 
cutting members 66 and 61, and in abutting 
relationship thereto, there is provided a mov 
able knife member 68, mounted upon a shaft 69 
rotatably positioned in bearing 18. The bearing 
1D is secured to a front wall of the general mount 
ing structure I. A coil spring 12 is provided on 
the shaft 69 between the bearing 18 and knife 
member 68 for urging the latter into a predeter 
mined position. 
At the lower extremity of the shaft 68 a gear 

13 is provided. This gear 13 engages with a 
toothed gear sector 14 which forms one end of a 
lever 15. 'This lever has a fulcrum point at the 
pivot bearing 16 and has a projecting end 11 pro 
vided with a follower element 18. The follower 
18 engages in a groove in a type of cylinder cam 
80. The cam 88 is mounted upon a shaft 8l ex 
tending through a suitable bearing in the rear 
wall of the general mounting structure I and 
which terminates in a gear 82. The gear 82 en 
gages with an intermediary gear 83 in turn en 
gaging with a driving gear 84 mounted upon the 

..3 
outer extremity or the shaft 25. These gears are 
of an easily demountable type for permitting sub 
stitution of different gear ratios in order to ob 
tain different driving effects of the cam 80. The 
cam 80 and groove therein, together with the 
driving gears therefore, are so constructed that 
a reciprocative motion is transmitted through 
the lever 15 and sector 14 to the gear 13. This 
reciprocative motion produces a quick shearing 
effect between the knife member 68 andthe cut 
ting members 66 and 61. This reclprocative 
shearing effect severs the finished package struc 
ture into composite units. These units may be 
of any desired length depending on the adjusted 
timing of the knife 68. As the package units are 
severed by the knife action they may fall into a 
suitable hopper or conveyer provided for the pur 
pose. 
More detailed consideration will now be given 

to the package structure itself as produced by the 
packaging organization. Referring to Fig. 4, 
it will be seen that pellets 46 are disposed in longi 
tudinal rows between two layers of regener-ated 
cellulose. This cellulose material has been inter 
digitated by the complementary crimping surfaces 
of the rollers I1 and I8 in-areas surrounding each 
of the pellets 46. It will be noted that the crimp 
ing. area surrounding each pellet is in the form 
of a square and that the squares for the various 
pellets are interrupted by a separation line “A” 
extending longitudinally of the package material 
and also by separation lines “B" extending trans 
versely of the material. These separation lines 
divide each of the pellets and its accompanying 
packaging material into individual squares. At 
the edge of each of the separation lines “B”, 
a perforation 86 is provided, while at the inter 
section of the separation lines “B” with the sepa 
ration lines “A”, cross-perforation lines 81 are 
provided. The perforations extend entirely 
through both layers of the cellulose material and 
permit the easy separation of each of the package 
units from the composite package unit as a whole 
so that the consumer can detach a square con 
taining one pellet for individual use. 
separation lines “C” are provided running 
through the rows of commodity-containing re 
cesses. All of the perforations of the package 
structure are effected in the packaging material 
as they pass between the rollers I1 and I8, due 
to a cutting action of these rollers. It will be 
noted that knife elements 90 are provided on the 
roller I1. These knife elements engage with com 
plementary portions of the roller I8 and cut the 
packaging material to produce the perforations . 
86 as the package material passes,<` between the 
rollers. Other knife elements are provided on 
the rollers I1 and I8 to eiîecta perforation of the 
package at the intersection of the separation 
lines “B” with the separation line “A”. 

It will now be seen that the rollers I1 and I8 
simultaneously perform a' multitude of operations 
consisting of the feeding of the packaging ma 
terial, the positioning of the commodity articles 
between opposed layers of the material, the inter 
digitation of the layers under pressure in areas 
surrounding the commodity articles, and the 
heating of these areas within a range to produce 
oxidization and physiochemical change of such 
areas to assume an embrittled character sus 
ceptible to easy tearing for promoting facile re 
moval of the commodity articles from the pack 
aging material. The package thus produced uti 
lizes the normal tough and wiry nature of the re 
generated cellulose for article containing envelope 
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areas, while the seal or bond areas surrounding 
>the same are of an embrittled nature for gaining 
easy access to the envelope enclosure areas. ~ 
The machine in its entirety is operable for 

5 producing the continuous and rapid fabrication 
of package units each containing individual com 
modity articles maintained in sealed and 'seg 
regated spaced relationship. It will be noted that 
a plurality of sources of package material are 

10 used for feeding opposed layers of the coated 
' regenerated cellulose material into the heating 

and crimping rollers I'I and I8. The commodity 
article feeding mechanism cooperates with the 
crimping rollers in timed relationship to deposit 

15 the commodity articles between the opposed 
layers of packaging material. It will be noted 
in this respect that the plunger element 54 has 
four cycles of operation. In the first cycle, the 
plunger is in an up-raised condition wherein the 

20 pellets 46 move into an initial position as fed 
through the throat 41; in the next cycle of opera, 
tion, the plunger 54 effects the release of a pair 
of these pellets and at the same time follows them 
through into a position between the opposed layers 

25 of packaging material in which opposed recesses 
of the rollers I`I and I8 engage with the pellet; 
in the next cycle of operation, the plunger 54 
remains in this lower position until the recesses 
of rollers I 'I and I8 have rotated sufficiently to 

' 30 properly secure the deposited pellets in closed rela 
tion between the packaging material. The 
plunger element 54 then completes its last cycle 
of operation by returning to its initial upward po 
sition and permitting the file of pellets to again 

35 be moved into a position ready for a repeat op 
eration. ' ' 

The completed package as fed from between the 
rollers is then severed at .desired positions by the 
knife element 68, the action of the knife element 

40 68 being timed so that the package material is 
severed directly on one of the separation lines 
“B” extending transversely of the packaging ma 
terial strips. Of course, the timing may be ad 
justed so that the severing may occur to produce 

45 a unit having any number of individual package 
squares therein. For example, a package unit 
with 2, 4, 6, 8 or more squares can be produced. In 
another form of my invention, it may be desirable 
to provide crimping and heating rollers in a dif 

50 ferent arrangement in which there are more or 
less rows of recesses I9 to produce different forms 
of packages. Recognizing that such modifications 
are within the purview of those skilled in the art, 
the present embodiment has been shown of a 

55 compound form for feeding articles to two rows 
of recesses which form is considered a typical 

» example of operation. 

All of the operable elements Work in an inter 
related timed sequence drivenV from an electric 

60 motor which is not shown in the drawings. The 
clutch may be operated by the hand lever 44 to 
engage or disengage the driven elements from 
the motor as desired. 'I’he supply means for de 
livering the commodity articles to the throat 41 
may be of any suitable type and may include 
movable parts such as a rotating drum and mov 
able agitator, all of which may be driven, if de 
sired, from the electric motor such as'through a 

70 continuation of the shaft 36. 
Although the invention has been described in 

a preferred form, it will be understood that vari 
ous modifications and changes will occur to those 
skilled in the art. It 'is therefore not intended 

7| that any limitations be attached to the fore 
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going other than those pointed out in the ap 
pended claims.  

What I claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent of the United States ls: 

1. A ’ package forming machine comprising 
means for supplying and feeding a packaging ma 
terial in opposed layers, article feeding means 
for depositing commodity articles between said 
opposed layers and comprising, a chute for sup 
plying commodity articles in file formation and 

.including a release arrangement for simultane 
`ously releasing a plurality of articles therefrom 
in predetermined spaced relationship, means for 
periodically operating said release means; and 
package forming means including bonding equip 
ment for joining said layers in spaced areas sur 
rounding said articles, said bonding equipment 
comprising complementary rotatable rollers hav 
ing heating elements for causing said rollers to 
heat said packaging material restrictively in said 
areas surrounding said articles. 

2. A package fabricating machine in accord 
ance with claim 1 in which said package forming 
means includes a severing device for severing pre 
determined portions of said layers at points inter 
mediate said commodity articles enclosed there 
between. 

3. A package fabricating machine in accord 
ance with claim l in which said article feeding 
means comprises a release chamber, a throat for 
feedingindìvidual articles thereto in a continuous 
file, and means for releasing alternate pairs of 
articles from said file into a position intermediate 
said layers of material, the articles intermediate 
said pairs acting as spacers until in turn trans 
ferred from said release arrangement. 

4. A package fabricating machine in accord 
ance with claim 1 in which said article feeding 
means comprises a release chamber, a throat for 
feeding commodity articles thereto in continuous 
file, and release means for releasing selected 
articles from vsaid file, said release means includ 
ing plunger means operable to follow said articles 
into a position intermediate said layers of ma 
terial. 

5. A package fabricating 'machine comprising, 
a general mounting structure, means carried 
thereby for supporting rolls of strip packaging 
material, rollers carried by said general mounting 
structure and provided alternately with recesses i 
and bonding areas, means for supporting and 
driving said rollers in complementary engagement 
so that said recesses coincide with each other'in 
the concomitant rotation of said rollers, article 
feeding means including a release chamber, a 
throat for supplying articles thereto in file forma 
tion, and plunger means operable through said 
release chamber for transferring articles there 
from to'a position intermediate said rollers, a 
cam for effecting the reciprocative movement of 
said plunger means in a four-movement opera 
tion, as follows: ñrst, to permit said articles to 
enter said‘chamber; second, to operate through 
said chamber to release articles therefrom; third, 
to hold said articles in a position intermediate 
said rollers; and, fourth, to return to said initial 
position; and means for driving said cam in timed 
relationship with the rotation of said rollers. 

6. A package forming machine in accordance 
with claim 5 including severing means for cutting 
said strips of packaging material after bonding 
at points intermediate said articles held there 
between, said severing means comprising rela 
tively movable elements, cam means for eiiect 
ing said relative movement, and means for driv 
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ing said cam means in timed relationship with 
the rotation of said rollers. 

'7. A packaging apparatus comprising, means 
for feeding opposed layers of packaging material, 
package forming equipment having mutually en 
gagable parts for sealing said layers of material 
together, means for storing commodity articles in 
file formation, transfer means for transferring 
said articles from said storage means to a point 
between said layers of material in engagement 
with said mutually engaging parts of said pack 
age forming equipment, and having parts thereof 
for holding said transferred articles in said po 
sition, said package forming equipment operat 
ing to seal said transferred articles between said 
layers of material. 

8. A packaging apparatus comprising, a pair of 
rotative elements having alternate recesses and 
sealing surfaces, said elements being mounted for 
rotation with the recesses and sealing surfaces 
coming into respective mutual engagement in ro 
tation, means for feeding opposed layers of seal 
able packaging material between said rotative ele 
ments, storage means for storing articles in file 
formation, transfer means for transferring arti 
cles from said storage means to a position be 
tween said layers of material adjacent said ro 
tative elements, and mechanically interconnected 
driving means for causing said transfer means to 
transfer saidarticles to said position between 
said layers of material at a time when the op 

5 
posed recesses of said rollers are coming into 

v alignment whereby said recesses engage said 
article through said layers to remove the same 
from said transferred position and seal said lay 
ers with said sealing surfaces to enclose said 
articles in said layers. 

9. 'I‘he apparatus in accordance with claim 8 
in which said transfer means includes parts for 
holding said transferred article in said trans 
ferred position for a predetermined time during 
which said recesses operate through said layers 
of material to remove said article from said 
transferred position in a package forming oper 
ation. ' 

10. Apparatus in accordance with claim 8 in 
which said transfer means comprises a plunger 
for selectively removing articles from said file 
formation, said plunger acting to follow a selected 
article to said transferred position and hold said 
article in said transferred position until caught 

> by said ' rotative element. 
11. The apparatus in accordance with claim 8 

in which said storage means positions said arti 
cles in ñle formation in the plane of engagement 
of said rotative elements, and in which said trans 

>fer means operates to release selected articles 
from said file formation to be deposited in a pre 
determined position intersecting said rotative 
elements. 

LEROY L. SALFISBERG. 
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